NATIONAL EQUESTRIAN CENTRE - KERRABEE
ENJOYMENT IN LEARNING AND QUALITY IN HORSEMANSHIP

PROJECT HORSE WORKSHOP
23, 24, 26 & 27 APRIL 2018
STAGE 5 AND ABOVE RIDERS BY INVITATION ONLY

$495
The aim of this program is to further support our higher level riders by targeting horses within our
current herd that could be training, developing improved capabilities and possibly competing in
different disciplines.
The workshop will consist of 8 riding sessions together with theory and planning sessions over
the 4 days. The workshop will also deliver training schedules, competition targets, feeding
regimes if applicable depending on the discipline chosen for each horse, and any other
requirements of the horse/rider. These tools ca be used by the horse/rider combination after the
workshop.
NAME: ___________________________________________________________________ Client ID ________________
ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________________________________________
POSTCODE: _____________AGE:___________HOME PHONE:_________________ MOBLIE: ____________________

Mon. Tues, Thurs & Fri

9am - 5pm

CURRENT RIDING LEVEL AT NEQC (Circle) S5, S6 ,S7
MEDICAL CONDITIONS: Are there any behavioural or medical conditions or medications required that we
should be aware? (circle) YES/ NO If yes please explain
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RISK
WARNING Under the Civil Law (Wrongs ) Act 2002 , an equine professional is not liable for injury to,
or the death of, a participant in an equine activity that results from an inherent risk of the activity.
This is subject to the limitations set out in the Act.

I agree that equestrian activities can be dangerous. I hereby agree to the abovenamed attending
the National Equestrian Centre and agree in attending the Centre that the proprietors, operators
and their employees and agents including volunteers shall not be liable in any way for any injury
(including death), damage or loss to the abovenamed or persons accompanying them which may
occur or happen from any cause whatsoever, including breach of contract, when attending the
Centre. The abovenamed person whether participating in any of the activities of Kerrabee or not,
agrees to attend Kerrabee only on this basis. The Parent/Guardian/Person by signing this form,
agrees to indemnify the proprietors, operators and their employees and agents including volunteers
against any claim or demand whatsoevermade for or on behalf of the abovenamed person or any
person accompanying them or in respect of any horse or property owned or used by them or by
those accompanying them. By remaining at the Centre the abovenamed individuals agree they are
accepting the above conditions.

ROAD USE AGREEMENT
I agree to comply with the directions by the National Equestrian Centre to use the access road in
accordance with the various ACT Road Rules and Regulations in place at the time and in addition
to not exceed the speed limit of 40 km/hr on Kerrabee at any time. In addition I agree to
specifically request any friends, suppliers or farriers or associates using the road such as for
servicing my horses to similarly comply. I understand that if these road rules and speed limit are
not followed by myself or associates that I may have my entry and usage rights to Kerrabee
forfeited. In addition I agree to pay any penalties or fines which might be levied by NEQC as an
alternative.
Signature: _____________________________________(Parent/Guardian)
Witness:______________________________Date: ___________________
919 Cotter Road
Weston Creek ACT 2611

Ph: (02) 6288 5555
Fax: (02) 6287 4207
http://www.neqc.com.au
help@neqc.com.au

Each day you will need to bring: lunch, drinks, sunblock, and change of clothes, your riders guide,
an exercise book and pen/pencil, wet weather gear if needed.
Kerrabee Holdings Pty Ltd (ACN 100 682 139) trading as National Equestrian Centre
27/03/18

